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The Spartan Daily’s newly-appointed student eseetitivea, Dan
Hruhy and Rill Ernst, are pictured atm% e "delivering the fall quarter
Editor and Business Manager of their troubles".
Hruhy, editor for the winter quarter, is shoan about to smother
Jack Russell, uhile Ernst, winter quarter business manager, contemplates a bump on Bill Francis’ head. Ernst is ulelding the ad
staff’s symbolic Golden Shovel.
The "new regime" will take 0%4.r uitli the publishing of the
registration issue late next week.
photo by Stone
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December Grads to Hold
Senior Banquet Tonight
Nearly a maximum turnout of all December graduates at San
Jose State college will enjoy the first mid -year Senior banquet, in the
schools history, tonight at 6:30 o’clock in the banquet room of the
DeAnza hotel.
According to the Graduate Manager’s office, where reservations
were placed, 163 graduates and
148 guests Will attend. Total number of December graduates is 172
according- -woke
Rob Pettenglit chalifitin of MO
dinner, said, "Altogether with
guests; graduates, college deans,
will he aland -entertainers, the
To the few student
still
most 300 persons at
around
college,
It
may
be
of
hiPresentation of diplomas and
short address will be made by teeest to know that registration
President T. W. MacQuarrie. Miss foe winter quarter will be held
Doris Robinson of the college Tneaday, Jan. 2, and WednesPlacement office will speak on
day, Jan. 3, 1951.
alumni responsibilities.
junior
Surian,
Gloria
Miss
Winter quarter will be the
music major, will sing several se- shortest quarter of the
year, bethe Christmas ing only
along
’ lect ions
of 11 weeks’ duration,
them.
according to Miss Viola Palmer,
The idea of a mid -year senior registrar.
activity to honor those students
who cannot return in June for
Si
spring quarter will end
Senior week originated with June
week early, it is neceslast spring’s Senior council and sary to
it up the school year
all Mull" arrangements were into quarters of 13, 11, and 12
made by this fall’s council un- weeks duration to avoid awkward
der the direction of Vice-Pres- vacation delays, according to Miss
ident Pettengill.
Palmer.
Realizing that the short Christmas vacation will handicap Many
students wanting to go home over
the holidays, Miss Palmer says
she believes that more job opporhouse
known
publishing
A well
tunities will be availble for stu,
has an opening for a travelling dents by dismissing school early
representative to cover a northern in June.
California territory according to
The A’s will be tirst to regthe
in
received
information
ister Tuesday morning in the
Placement office.
Openings will be available eith- alphabetical registration syser immediately or.in June. Re; tem. This Is the first time the
quirernents for the position in- names have rotated completely
clude a degree, a car, and. the and the alphabetical cycle comapplicant must be over 26 years pleted.
of age.
All students will call for regisThe jo% consists of selling text
tration
booklets in the Reserve
coljunior
and
books to colleges
leges and securing manuscripts Book room, where they will form
two lines: non-paying and paying
for publishing. Salary range is students. The first group consists
$2500 to $3600 to start. Applicants of students in junior college or
must beavailable for a six weeks’ veterans and the second is for
state college students paying their
training period in New York.
own les.

Office to Place
Representative

Last Si) Issue
Today will be the last day the
Opertam Daily wIU be published
*Meg the fail quarter. Registration issue will come out
Tuesday, Jan. 2. Regular publication for the winter quarter
will begin Jan. 5.
a
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Students sh
be *re to register at the
per Hour, warns
Miss Palmer, froir ;bat no
late registrant
admitted
studenta,
this quarter. . ml
students carrying fie* units or
less, will register ’Ilitirsday, Jan.
4. while Friday, Jan. 5, is the last
day for registration.
1,Vinter quarter tinala *411 tic
held Mar. 12-15.

Spaitan Five
Plays Host
To Colorado
Under provisions of the plan ,
passed by the Student Council in
May, Spartan basketball fans will
have to pay 25 cents for admittance to tomorrow night’s cage
engagagient
with
the highlytouted University of Colorado Buffaloes at Spartan gym, according
to Glenn S. (Tiny) Hartranft,

RE. department head.
The admission charge on interThe college a cappella choir and
sectional games was put into efOrchestra, under the direction of
fect by the council after Spartans
Dr. Lyle Downey, Music departoverwhelmingly backed the plan
ment head, presigsted a program
in a Spartan Daily poll.
of Christmas music Sunday in
"U nder ’the arrangement."
Morris Dailey. auditorium.
I fart ranft
explained,
"students
Major work of the program
can see top games at the Spartan
Was Camille Saint -Sams’
25 cents’ instead of suing
"Christmas Oratori o," perto the Cow , Pelage and paying
formed by the a cappella choir,
twice. as much. We must guarled by Mr, William J..Erlendantee $500 to visiting teams and
associate
of
professor
son,
this guarantee is easier to meet
GLENN S. HARTRANFT
music.
Soloists were Gloria
with a packed house at the SparSurian, Carmel Glacalone, and
tan gym. .
Judith Huff, soprano; Rosalind
"At the Cow Palace, San Jose
Rogers, alto; Arthur Huff, ten’gets only 12 cents out of the 50
or; and Kenneth .Mullen, baristudents pay, making it almost
tone.
impossible to make ends meet.
Mrs. Lydia Boothby and Mr.
With packed .houses here, we
could make a profit," Hartranft
Richard Jesson performed the
said.,
harp and organ accompaniment
The powerful University of Arifor the Oratorio. Vocal soloists
Miss Edith Graves of the Vetzona Wildcat quintet will play
were trained by Miss Maurine
erans office announces that grades here later In the season under the
Thompson.
The opening selection of the and registration booklets will be same arrangements.
Christmas program was Corelli’s withheld from the following vet"Christmas Concerto," opus 6, No. erans if they do not contact the
8. Soloists of this work were Gib- Veterans office, Room 32, by
son Walters and Ella Mae Turner, Thursday, Dec. 21.
violins; Michael Donavan, violin.
Raub Butler, Clifford Daniels,
cello, and Richard Jes.son, organ. Royce Holland. Pete Isola, Robert
C. Johnson, Anthony Medeiros,
I Musato hlukai, Frandsen Padin,
ate Day Remains- Elmer Sharp, Judson Wallace,
William Woodfllnt, Thomas SnaBids for the contract to landSi
shall_ Gu.v__DWathan, Robert
pe- the newaddition to the
__
Da
:Thy-Drive Collmer, and James Brackett.
Women’s gym here will be opened
tomorrow afternoon by the DiJack Russell, outgoing editor of
vision of Architecture in Sacra.
the Spartan Daily and chairman
mento, according to information
of the Sliartan Daily Toy drive,
from Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie’s
asked yesterday that students Li/
p
office.
1
and faculty members be advised Li
Installation of sidewalks, an
that only one day remains to
underground sprinkler system, and
place gifts under the tree in the
In a run-off ballot, Miss Mary planting of a large number of
Student Union.
Booth. _of the Occupational Ther- trees and shrubs are called for by
After tomorrow, Russell said, apy department was elected vice- the specifications. Meanwhile, the
the toys and other contributions president. in. the local chapter of, old gym building is being- renowill be taken to the pediatrics the American Association of Uni; vated.
ward of Santa Clara County hos- versity Professors, according to
pital, where they will be held for Dr. Harrison Heath, past -presithe young shut-ins of the ward dent of the group.
until Christmas morning.
Dr. Gene A. Waller of the colLibrary books must be reDuring the three weeks of the lege Psychology department is the
turned and all fines must he
officers
new
president.
Other
drive this year, response has been
before students, including
sporadic at best, and the one re- taking .oeer are Mr. William J. paid
seniors, uill receive
maining day of the campus -wide Er)endmis of the "Music depart -I graduating
eizicei )rding
effert gives those who have not Dme. nwt,tiaecghztaaryt;heancldoDmrm. eMrcielbudret!
tbirnaqrri }I ngr.111::;::. Hark its.
a
Chance
to
as yet contributed
meet this responsibility, he said partment, treasurer.

Fifteen Men
Must Contact
Vets Office

Officials to Open
Landscaping Bids
For Women’s Gym

OT P rofessor
tecte( rexy

Books Must Be In
.%II

A Phi Os to Ease Parking
The days of San Jose State college "parking blues" are fast coming to an end.
Approval for early construeflon
of approximately 200 free parking
spaces at the corner of Eighth
and San Carlos streets has been
obtained by members of the A Phi -0 service fraternity.
Funds for lot-construction will
come from the A-Phi -0 treasury,
according to Bill Starrs, publicity
chairman.
Construction to be started
during the second week of next
be
completed
quarter,
will
"early in the quarter," §tarrs
said late this week.
A-Phi-0 funds will surface the
lot, which is now nearly flat, with
black -top or gravel.
In charge of the ’Eighth and
San Carlos streets lot, as well as
three additional lots still in the
planning stage, is Ed Ord, chairman of the service committee of
Ord elairmr.tht parish* Wiilbe ’at the owner’s risk.

The three additional lots, located on Ninth streets, will be
available when A -Phi-0 funds
- allow. The Ninth street lots
have basement -pits which will
have to .be filled. At present
this filling proem* cannot be
supported by ’the group’s funds.
Necessary apprneal for the
A-Phi -0 financed proj4:ct came

The Weather
The UP teletype is not working
this week so we have no poop,
reliable or otherwise, so what can
you expect, weather? Silly peepul;
dreamers, fools, nit -wits, scatterbrains. Fie on you, you peepul of
no brains.
We have a joke of sorts that no
one can say we stole because he
hasn’t copyrighted it yet.
Joke: Bars are something that
when you come out of and are
Singing a few of., you’ll get tossed
behind. Giggle.

from Mr. E. S. Thinnest’s, It.t.l;"
ness manager of SJS; Mr. Byron
Bollinger, superintendent for
buildings and grounds here; and
MacQuarrie.
W.
President
T.
Service chairman Ord was "especially grateful for President MacQuarrie’s wonderful cooperation
in helping to secure approval for
this project."
The lots probably will be id use
for "several years" according to
members of the fraternity.
The area enclosing the lots,
bounded by San Carlos and San
Fernando streets to the south
and north, and Seventh and
Ninth streets to the west and
east, will be the site of the SJS
master plan of expansion.
Eveatiutlly the area will be al moat entirely covered with new
buildings.
More information on the three
Ninth streets lots is not now
available, but Stan-s promises
qukk action by Ord and his term.
mittee.
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Spartan Daily

smorgasbord I
1

By T.A.s.

QUIPS:
At the Army -Navy game HST
tossed a silver dollar to see which
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
side of the stadium he’d sit on.
Moil:tied daily by ts. Associated Students of San Jose State college, except Saturday and
A Republican watching him said
Ifounday durina th college year, with on issue during each final examination week.
dryly: "Just like a Democrat, usMamba
ing a dollar when a dime would
do."
Cynic watching Truman’s
plane take off: "Well, there
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Canoe street.
goes our independence."
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 14454. First street, San Jose
Advertising Dept., Est. 211
Telephones: CYpress 4 - 6414) Editorial, Ext. 210
Definition of Americanism:
Subscription Price: $2.50 pen year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders. Knocking special privileges while
Manny Alves trying like hell
Donnie Nunes Sports Editor
Society Editor
7
to get some.
Rod Rodrigues SHOCKING
News Editor.
Dan Hruby Asst. Sports Editor
STORY:
Ross Massey
Associate Editor
Bruce Brotzman Photo nitor
A northern California paper
Ron Marcus
Desk Chief
George McDonald Wire Editor
Mike de Guzman Carried this story:-"An electrician
Feature Editor
Marion Summers Exchange Editor
was killed yesterday when he
JACK RUSSELLEditor
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager stepped on a live wife while working on high-tension lines."
John Dremel
Make-up Editor this issue
Ray Lyon IT WAS BOUND TO HAPPEN:
Office Manager.
Sergeant Mathew S. Malik
ADVERTISING STAFF
signed Henry Grotnyko of ReadSalesmen
Bob Betzendufer, Jim Baker, Charles Barryessa, William Cain, Kenneth ing, Mass., into the air force.
Churma, Pat Dyer, Peter Edmondson, Robert Carlton, William Ernst, Ray RED DOPE:
DiPiazza, MI Glass, Edward Gasper, Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Carolyn
The Russian air force has 700,Plough, Tom Ellis, Ted Short.
000 men according to Freneh Defense Minister -Jules Moch.
The Red navy -is getting two
new ai rcraf t_mriers, possibly
So you’re the new editor of the Spartan Daily. What’s it like,
25,000-tonners. -She has one, the
you say? Well, its something like this:
LETL ’1, of 23,000 tons.
It’s easy and it’s tough. It’s tough because you are working for
"F !yin g" Magazine reports
three publishers, not just one. You have the student body which helps-- three new Russian jets, -the Titsupport the paper through student body cards. You have the admini- polev Tu-10 t win -j e t light
stration of the college, for this is a school publication. And finally, bomber with a 535 mph speed
you have your own sense of newspaper instinct which has been built and 2000-mile range; the fourjet engined Ilushin 16 and the
up for four years in the journalism department.
Sometimes it will hurt to leave out a good news item for the ground support f ight e r, them".
sake of a "must go" club announcement that is of interest to only a Mig-9.
Russia n factories will start
handful of students, but of very vital interest to that handful.
turning out the. 600 mph Yak-17
It will often hurt to editorialize against some student officia: or at the rate-of 9000 a year, in addifaculty member, knowing that usually he is doing his best at a thank- tion to long-range bomber craft.
less job. Yet you will do it because you feel that it is in the best
Reports from Far Eastern intelligence sources say Russia’s
interest of the student body as a whole.
You will plan for weeks in advance for a large scale feature or strength in the air is "vastly
promotion spread and then find yourself limited to four pages, overestimated" . . . that the total
Red air strength amounts to about
jammed tight with ads. You will remember that it is as important to 5000
aircraft.
the ad staff to make money as it is for you to print news.
AT HOME:
You will come home from the library around 11 p.m. three or
Cobalt is the scarcest defense’
four nights a week to find a telephone message from the print shop material . . . it is toed in radio
requesting you to come down and straighten out some ticklish prob- and television. Pretty soon the
lem (Where’s the late cut? Who’s got the late basketball yarn, and TV manufacturers will be making: "I want some cobalt for
where is it? etc.)
Sounds tough. It really isn’t though. For you will be working with Christmas."
Our native selfishness is showas fine a group of students as there are on this campus. You will
ing: Pr ices skyrocketing, aut,o
know, as does the football quarterback, what real cooperation is.
makers defying government conYou will meet interesting people, both in person and through the trols, industries’ reluctance to mileyes of your reporters. You will get the feeling, not once, but several bilize, a general "who gives a
times, that your fingers are gripped tightly around the pulse of the damn" attitude by. people who
campus.
sheuld know -better.--We’re all to
/
a big army, but let the other guy
You will find it’s history the day-byclay chart of the life and
force of San Jose State college -- scrawled in that battered blue serve . . . Sure, let’s mobilize, as
long as it won’t effect me! We
ledger known as the "future book."
In these cryptic sentences you will see the news being born, being couldn’t fight our way out, of a
nursery school with that
printed, and then dying in a few hours.
preparedness.
"Golden Boy (with cut)"
LOGIC:’
"Disaster meeting advance"
Two Russian agents were dis"Music review"
cussing methods of Mom-bombing
"Police grad follow"
the U.S. One proposed carrying
the bomb in a suitcase and ex"Campus raiding (See Benz, Down*Student Court)"
ploding It in a likely place. The
"Soph rally (late)"
other agent disagreed and said:
"Basketball (late)"
"We got the bottib, but comrajle,
That was San Jose State on Dec. 7, 1950. The next day the where
are we going to get the
cycle repeated itself.
suitcase?"
The easiest moments come when you step before the staff at
1:30 p.m. and say: Well, we have 12 pages today. Let’s go to work!" PARADOX:
How can we reconcile our
And without questioning or confusion, 12 pages are formed from that support of Syngman Rhee, the
nebulous thing called NEWS.
Korean Butcher, while he mawThen it is easy. And the pleasure lasts far longer than the minor nacres "political criminals" and
innocents with the rapacity of a
inconveniences.
I envy you, Dan. I wish you luck It is the best thing that can Hitler? How can we explain
our "regard" for humanity when
come to you during your college
we condone inch actions? ’thee
Should be tried on- the Willa fit
his past /record and sentencia
accordingly.
TURNA BOUT:
The battleship has redeemed itself ’in Korea. "B i g M o" and
London,
1111 -- It’s back ’ to officials have decreed, Gussie is the cruiser "Rochester" have imbloomers for western Europe’s getting the field all’ ’to herself mensely aided in forstalling the
advance of Chinese troops to the
girl at hi-etc s, who have been again.
,
.
showing too much girl and too
The 10 reach Federation of ribrt of llamhung. Sitting offlittle sport.
1 Women Ilaslaetball Players ibis shore. OW pounded the Red lines
! Girls being girls, the female ordered the girls to ,put elastic , with ’withering fire from their
16’-Inch guns when the air force
athletes have done, everything in their MOAK shorts, con-they could to take some of* the verting them into sexless blown-, was unable, to furnish support
during bad weather.
ogles away from tennis-playing era again.
Gussie MOran’s much-publicized
"Shorts are blowing in the HINT:
When Malik left for the USSR
lace-trimmed panties.
wind," the Federation said. "We
German female wrestlers don’t want you to wear 1910 recently, after the close of UN
started wearing less than chorus cycling bloomer s, but shorts business, a reporter asked him if
girls. French girl basketball should, stag put around the legs." he’d be back. He replied: "Of
players put on brief shorts that This, mind you, in the country course, and why not?"
We wouldn’t know Jake, why
flapped in the breeze. British
that gave birth to the Bikini
women swimmers got down to
bathing suit which on a cloudy not? I
FINIS.
day can be -confused With nothsuits so tiny they couldn’t be
weighed.
ingness.
In Britain, the Western Coun- tops supported by bosoms."
The customers flocked to sporting events, to be sure, and busi- ties Amateur Swimming associa- . German police took a dim view
new* at the box-offiee was boom- tied said bathing suits were Ito Of the scanty costumes worn by
ing. Butcomplaints started pour- brief that spectators were seeing women wrestlers. They said the
ing in that sport no longer was too much of the girls and not girls were violating morality laws
the ’fling. The .cuatomers.weren’t enough of their,swlmming. . ,
aild,tpld,t1-6ni to bundle up pronto
The astiot:latiote bahnerd
keeping their eye on the ball.
or they Met be spending a cold
Well, sir, judging from what the piece costumes with strapleaa winter in jail.

Associated Collefiate Press

Open Letter to the New Editor

Europe’s Girl Athletes Exhibit
Too Much Flesh; Ban Results
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THRUST and PARRY

Say There, Stan . . .
Dear Thrust and Parry and
LYIte Editor Stan Bennett:
Having read your story (ha) in
the latest Lyke entitled, "The Last
Veteran," and after considerable
thought and analysis, I have come
to an opinion
IT STINKS!
This may be a rather harsh
sounding statement, but then
you made quite a few in your
literary faux pas. Being a veteran yourself, did you actually
think over what you *ere writing, of what the reaCtion would
be, and what impression of veterans would be made on some
of the younger and newer students at State?
The article began with a certain type of humor, (undefinable)
but then began receding to a
point where it was naught but an
expression of derogatory, misleading, and just plain stupid, confounded rernarksrOn the whole, educators across
the nation will agree that the influx of V4qrld War II veterans
into American colleges and universities was one of the most beneficial happenings in their 1
Veterans have consistently, on a
t ions I scope, established a
higher grade average than the
non-veteran grou p. They have
adde_d_ much to the collegiate
sports programs, and to campus
service and social activities.
The veterans brought with
them a new attitude to the
campus which gained the respect of mazy citizesie,whei before this, had pictured the kit..
dents as carefree, fun-loving and
air-minded persons,
As for the veterans’ mode of
dress," their manners, and their
habits, it is well k no wn that
through military training, and the
maturing process of military service, these traits are far above
average.
I have heard many comments
on your article, Stan, and they
were all negative. It’s a shame
that you couldn’t have picked
some other subject to picture An
the shabby, cheap, and uncouth
light in which -you so wrongly
pictured the veteran. It is my
hope that you are approached
by dozens and even hundreds of
Spartans, and that they "give
you the word!"
Also, I hope that the students
who are not too well acquainted
with vets don’t take your crackpotted baby as a criteria to judge
the vets. Sleepless nights to you,
Stan!
sill Francis
ASB 2116
Dear Thrust and Parry and
Mr. Stan Bennett:
In answer to your letter "I Lyke
It" in this column on Dec. 15, I
wish to say that simply because
you were a Marine for two years
in such places as Peleliu, Okinavva, and China, you have no right
whatsoever to sneer at and ridicule the opinions of others on the
grounds that they do not agree
with your opinions.
srt

a Lyke to be aricused, it wasn’t.
the least bit humorous.
Miss Wilson may be. a ;renhman, but I am sure the& are
Just as many senior and graduate, students who feel as she
doe% and who remrber veterans quite well.
In short, Mr. Bennett, from the
tone of the article in Thrust and
Parry one would never have
known you had spent two years
in the ’Marines. Thank you for
telling us!
Shirley Wintz
ASB 4006

even

Bouquet
Dear Thrust and Parry and
Spartan Daily Editor
Jack Russell:
I wish to express my sincere’
thanks for the wonderful reporting you and your staff have done
this quarter with reference to the
Police school.
One main example that stick*
In my mind was that article
wherein the San Jose State colleg% ’Police school student
thanked the faculty and students for the wonderful cooperation they- showed during the
football season. Articles of this
nature tend to make the job of
policing football games an easier one. _
Since the -fields .oti, journalism
and police are closely allied, it is
my desire to provide better cothe Police
ordination be
school staff and the Spartan Daily
staff and in this way avoid any
unpleasant situations. This will
serve to our advantage in allowing you an insight into police
problems and also giving me an
idea of Ale press problems. The
knowledge we may gain in college
through this association I feel will
profit us in the future.
Stanley J. Lobodfinski
Student Chief

Why a New Gym?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Every time I think of our building program here at State there .
is always one question that enters
my mind: Why did the building
and planning committee of San Jose State college decide to build
the women’s gymnasium first?
Unlike several of my friends,
who contend the building is as
necessary as a "hole in the
head," I see the building as a
valuableftitem which should be
incorporated in our building program.
However, I fail to understand
why it is so indispensible’an item
that its importance is rated over
our other’ proposed projects. I
cannot see what harm would have
been done by restricting the women’s physical education program,
and erecting first the buildings
which would serve to rid our college of barracks, apartments classrooms; and overbrowded, unsafe
hallways, stairways, and classrooms,

Guido Pastorjno
ASB. &1St

Card of Thanks

jUr.

senior; I am in sympathy with
both Mr. Curd and .Miss. Wilson.
hp ,article, "The, Lasj.jgeleititil".
, aroma eCk ,40.iittetta
eilt: it ’was not.totad.fiterat
.Aeltnot typify ibei.t1yeragetr
campus;,titfif Awnii
...int of a pefson Athol 1NA:it

I with to extend sincere thanks
to the faculty members and stuFIR5ts WY% 4411141-41f4 Ccio=

dk

.141kdildkistiv,Cit
/)

094 01:kav m6

the recent illness’

myr% Vet her.
Leslie Parry
ASEl 417

Meigq Chteirj titig4
a n cl a

Pre,:spertna flee ?feats
To all our Advertisers
from the staff of the

SPARTAN DAILY!
We thank you for your patronage and hope that the pages of
the Spartan Daily can aid you in your plans for a bigger and
better year!

Classified Advertising
SERVICES

#

Term Papers Typed. Rapid,, accurate, 20 years’ experience. Student rate: $1.25 hour: Bring paper. 28 S. 13th street. CY 3-0738.
Have your certificates, diplomas, photos, and ’school iiictures
framed reasonably at Parks- Pic(tire Framing studio.
E. Santa
Clara, near Seventh tied.
FOR RENT
For male students: Reserve now
in Spartan
Very reasonable
rates. Ncw and modern I iii show (’IS. pyivate entrances. New innerspring’ mattresses. Parking spaces.
443 S. 11th street.

-L.

Two .lovely adjoining rooms
with running water, two large
closets. Kitchen. Nice for three.
Reasonable. Also large room with
twin beds. Close in. 545 S. Fo
street.
Room for girl. Everything furnished. Kitchen priv. Private bath’:
598 S. 15th street. CY 3-5291.
Two apartments for three girls
and four or five girls. Room with
kitchen piltrileges. 544 S. Seventh
street. CY 3-9682 or CL 8-4403.
Double rooms with TV set for

men. Hot and cold water in rooms.
265 N. Fifth
$25 with kitchen.
street. CY 3-4059. Call evenings.
Men: Reds, two or three to
room. Free parking. Telephone.
Piano. 112 blocks from college. $15
month. 426 S. Seventh street. CY
3-1938.
Remodeled rooms. Separate kitchen. Bath facilities. Special price
to group of seven boys. Call CY
2-6067.
Rooms w ii h kitchen privileges
for three college men. $23 per
month. 357 S. 13th street. CY
3-0474.
Nice room for awo men. $35. 340
S. 13th. CY 3-0794. Board and room for girls. Onehalf block’ from college. Nice accomodations and
pleasant surrOtindings. Excellent food. 357 S.
Fifth street. Call Mrs. Jones. CY
5-6767.
riimfartable room- tor two boys.
$20 each per month. Very near
bus line. 447 S. 15th street’: Mrs.
Napier.
CY 2-8382, days.
CY
2-5574, evenings.
Vacancy at Marimur Hall. 27
S. 11th street. CY 5-5762.
Two girls to share upper flat,
kitchen. Linen, laundry provided.
To start Jan. 3. 398 S. 12th street.

I

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Pair of light plastic rimmed glasses, brown leather case.
"30" Club: Meet Tuesday. Jan. Please turn in to information of9, at 7 p.m. in B94 for important fice:
business meeting.
FOR SALE
Sophomores: Leave 3:30 p.m
50%
off!
Still some left: BlanchAlundays open on schedule next
ed peanuts, 30c; Spanish peanuts,
quarter for council meetings.
25c; (in five lb. lots). Take some
Junior Class Council: No meet - home (solve your Christmas pFesent problems). California Autoin
:norrow.
matic Distributors, 101 Oak street.
Liberal Arts Transfer Students: CY 2-2995.
Get program approve4in office
of dean of education, 110, before
WANTED
vacation.
Wante0 One girl to share new
Senior Class: Diplomas will be apartment with two others. Phone
distributed tonight at 6:30 o’clock CY 3-7912.
Wanted: Two boys to help with
in Hotel De Anza during senior
moving furniture. Call Mrs. Reed
banquet.
TODAY at CY 2-6667.
(’o-Res: Committee meeting at
noon Friday. Dec. 2’2, to start winBOARD AND ROOM
ter quarter activities.
Girls: Board and Room where
Merry- flouter: Gather round you can "be at home while away
us! Plan to attend the big Clouter from home." Two blocks from
106 N.
party, Friday, Jan.--.26,--at 7 p.m. college. $55 a month.
Fifth street.
in Alum Rock lodge.

Announcements

Loeffler Reveals
’Pygmalion’ Cast
George Bernard Shaw’s populat
"Pygmalion’’, the first production
for winter quarter by the Speech
and Drama department, will be directed by Miss Elizabeth Loeffler
who announces the cast.
Still subject to change, the cast
is: Norma Welch as Clara Eynsford Hill. Marilyn Coates as Mrs.
Eynsford Hill; Bruce Payne, Marjorie Brown, Robert Dietle, and
Jack Byers as the bystanders;
Betsy Smith as Eliza Doolittle; Alden Smith as Henry Higgins; Fred
Adair as Colonel.tpidering; Doris
Ostlund
Mrs
’
lee
oberts as Alfred Dool ttle; Evelyn McCurdy as Mrs. Higgins; and
Elaine Geuy as the maid.
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Art Class Changes
Art 101, History of Furniture, which was scheduled for
8:30 a.m. Monday and Wednesday winter quarter, will he held
at 9:30 Tuesday and Thursday
in Al. Dr. Richard Tansey will
still instruct the elass.
.
Pictured here receiving his SWClientenaitt’s commission is
William C. Russell, nho was presented the aehh%eniclit anani
Its ha hi on the Sparat et r.
tan campus Friday. Dr. T. W.
Mart/mirth. gae the rommlsslon to Russell In the presenee
of Col..):
sjfliai Tight, and
other Army ROT(’ officers and
men. During the aft a‘ moon event.
Dr. Macquarrit. congratulatell
the military men OH the emu %a Mil

and

11011g hf

fos-

by the ROTC program.
Ile stated that in times like today, such a program is vital anal
necessary to national defense
and preparedness.
photo by Ernst
tered

Campus interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number

9...THE MARSH HEN

SPECIAL SERVICE
For College Students
"In On Day, Out The Next"
Try Our

Pick-up and
Delivery Service

wonder
Cleaner3
"House of Personal Sorvice

"Fur 0 while they had me swamped!"

THONEVriii-541763.
S.

12th AT tAST SANTA CLARA

Seems hlte this confused fowl got mixed in a metaphor
and was almost owned into a guinea pig. The story goes she
or- got caught in a welter of quick-trick cigarette tests ... one
puff of this brand, then a puff of that ... a sniff, a whiff a fast
inhale and exhale. And then she was supposed to know all about
cigarette mildness! Is that the way to treat a lady?
pm"
And is that the way to judge a cigarette?
gap
r".1.
as!
We thinic not. That’s why we suggest:

SEASON’S
GREETINGS
to all
X’

Russell Receives Commission

our friends
from

THE ITALIAN .
RESTAURANT., .
175 San Augustine Street

The sensible test The 30 -Day Camel Mildness Test,
vIthich simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke
on a pack after pack, day after day basis, No snap
judgments needed.. After you’ve enjoyed Camels and
only Camels for 30 days in your "1-Zone" (T for
Throat, T for Taste) we believe you’ll know why....

More People Smoke Camels
than ’any

otheeditareffel

4
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cecial Cle,m-11/24
Theta Mu Sigma Fetes;
Pledges At inner- ance
Beautiful Brookdale Lodge was the scene of Theta Mu Sigma’’s
pledge dinner-dance when more than 112 persons were present,
according to Bill Finger, president.
Dancing to the music of Lenny Valentine’s orchestra, members,
pledges, and guests enjoyed what Anger revealed was one of the

recent

PtAKsi Feature
Singing, Gifts
At -Tots’ Party

ATOs Avoid Traditional
Dog Mascot, Pick Duck

The Pi Kappa Alphas and
snational
umr
ica,,.
sorority
joined
forces Wednesday afternoon from
3 to 5 o’clock and played Santa
Claus to 35 underprivileged children at tlte-isorority’s house.
This was the second annual
Christmas party given by the two
organizations for underprivileged
children.
The children, from the ages of
three to nine years, were given
candy canes at the door and then
everyone, oldsters and.youngsters
alike, gathered around the Christmas tree and sangChristmas
songs. The singing was led by
Mary Pahl.
After singing three or four tiltditional Christmas songs the children went on their own and entertained with a song in Spanish.
Following the grow singing,
Sally Hart directed the children
In _parlor games and .Marypahltold a Christmas story of Santa
Claus a’nd Rudolph, the red-nosed
reindeer.
The Sparta Larks, Norma Vesco, Jill Ivqrson, and Jay Potter,
accompanied by Jelsey Act Is at
the piano, sang "Old Fashioned
Tree", "Winter Wonderland", and
the novelty tune, "All I Want. for
Christmas- Is My TWO Front
Teeth."
All eyes beamed when Santa
Claus made his grand entrance
with a sack full of huge stockings
filled with fruit, nuts, candy, and
toys.
Cake and ice cream were served
and then the children lined Up to
talk to Santa. There were a few
skeptical ones in the group, but
Santa was quite convincing.
Joint chairmen for the Christmas party were Patti Burk and
Lou Menghini.

One of the more unusual mascots on the San Jose State college
is possessed by Alpha Tau Omega. His name, Albert’/fhomas
Otis (ATO); description, white draggle-winged duck.
Otis arrived at the ATO house at the tender age of three days
last September via a cottage cheese carton. Member Bob Velladao

4finest parties to be held by the
fraternity this year.
Preceding the dance was an informal get-together held at the
in the Santa
home of a memer
b
Cruz mountains where pledges
were introduced to many of the
fraternity alums who had re’
turned for the affair.
Pat inp
canine-light __.in_ the,
Yellow and dark red eltrysanthmums were the decor for the farrieus lodge, Finger, introduced
wedding of Miss Dorothy Williams eachrnew pledge to- the group and
and Wayne Mitchell tit the First to the attending patrons, Mr. and
Methodist cbuith -Cbariel in Santa -Mrs. Peter Zavlaris and Mr. and
Ana last month. The Rev. Alec Mrs. Will Saunders.
honored
Pledges - who were
Nichols conducted the double ring
were: Roy Levin, pledge class
ceremonies.
Wearing a navy blue tailored president; Charles London, Fred
ensemble with navy blue acces- Alvaard, Bob Snyder, Jerry Gisories, the bride carried a white rard, Jim Riley, Don Wardrup,
Bible with a white orchid corsage. Dick Ingraham, Tom Guile, Bob
Attendant for the bride was Bradley, George Bruno, and Pat
Miss Betsy Smith Who wore a. Walsh.
The pledge dinner-dance is an
navy blue suit with grey accesaffair for the fraternity
annual
sories and a corsage of white carnations. Griffith Lewis was best and is the one occasion to which
said.
man and ushers were Clifford A. alums look forward, Finger
Erickson.
Roches and Ronald
Miss Lorraine Davidson of San
Jose State college,nang "I Love
You Truly." The Misses Jewell
Hall, Margie Mitchell, Carol Lee
Erickson and Mrs. Pat Roche
served at the reception which was
held in the social hall Immediately following the ceremony.
The new Mrs. Mitchell is the
Theta Xi fraternity played host
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A. I... Sunday afternoon to 16 San Jose
Williams of Campbell. Dr. Wil- orphans between the ages of five
liams is a professor of chemistry and seven at a Christmas party
A nosegay of violets, with an
at San ;Jose State college. The in the chapter house.
bride is a graduate of the SparSanta Claus, bearing the tra- engagement ring tucked in the
tan college and received a bache- ditional pack of gifts, made, an center, ’was passed -around the
lor of arts degree in drama. appearance and refreshments were dinner table at Presbyterian Hall
She was active in the San Jose served. San Jose State college Monday night, and when it
fra- coeds assisted the Theta Xis with
dramatic
Players,
State
reached Miss Barbara Bayne, she
the entertainment. Dean McKenternity.
slipped it on her finger. Then, the
Mitchell, son of Mrs. S. F. zie was in charge of party plans.
traditional box of chocolates was
rove, and Paul
Recent among the fraternity’s
Mitchell, Garden
passed.
Neal_oftztig Beach, also attended activities was a buffet dinner FriMiss Bayne, daughter of Mr.
San -Jose State college. He will day night in their chapter house
and
Mrs. Dixon Bayne of Tormey,
be _111ttembered for his part of following the frat bowling tournis a kindergarten-primary major
Meek:An the 1950 Revelries pro- ament -Presidents and I.F.C. rep-and a member of Alpha Chi Epresentatives of other campus orduetkin of "Low Button Shoes."
silon.
of
ganizations Were honor guests
Her fiance is Robert Fernandes,
the evening.
son of Mrs. J. C. Fernandes of
The Pussyfooters, led by Dick Turlock. A former
student at
Wagner, president, emerged from Modesto junior college and SJSC,
the bowling meet as champions. Fernandes was recently inducted
John Muzio was individual high
into the Army.
Picturesque Shadowbrook Lodge,
scorer and Bob Billings was low
A definite wedding date has not
outside of anta Cruz, was the
were
Prizes
man
in
the
tourney.
been set.
setting for Lambda Chi Alpha’s
presented to the bowling champs
annual Christmas dinner dance
at the regular Monday dinner.
Saturday evening. Approximately
Last-minute gifts at
----30 couples took part in an eveCornell University scientists
ning which included dancing in
have found that the blood of thorthe beautiful Rock Room.
oughbred horses, .nicknamed "blue
11)1.tlIG CO.
blood:L.". _actually differs Jelin!
ttertgasirrnaltuor
other types of horse blood. It has
seev. rimvs
In and Out, In Again ,
likVher hemoglobin ’content.
FORT WORTH, Teri. IUP)
Philip Evans, 22, ’a self-dtyled
"drifter," was arrested and JaiIitt
because he didn’t register for the
draft. He volunteered for. the
Army,’ but wenthaik to jail .11ccause. recruiters refused to accept
hirf1,-1
i

’Dot’ Williams
Becomes-Bride
Of W . Mitchell

Theta Xi Fetes
Orphans ;Competes
At Bowling Meet

Nosegay Tells of
Coed’s Betrothal

Lambda Chis Hold
Annual YuleParty

By DOROTHY JOCZ
camp:.

won the duck at the Santa Clara*
comply fair.
Like Topsy, Otis grew and grew,
quickly becoming too large for
the make-shift -pen that -first
housed him. Otis was left free to
Formal initiation ceremonies
roam around the fraternity house
were
held Sunday for 16 neoyard.,
.
phytes
of Theta Clji fraternity,
After a near tragic encounter
with a dog the brute carried according to Herb Patnoe, publicOtis off with every intention of ity chairman.
Other ,men who were initiated
making a meal of him, but the
ATOs turned out in force to were: Dick Bondelie, Warren
rescue their pet and Otis was Bush, Bob Bird, Al Bache, Bob
Eastman, Dick Ganzert Al Long,
phinged,into the lap of luxury.
’a ty,
Len Miller:,
etc I ey
The Alpha Tau Oniegas con- *Geerge Nickel, Tom. Riddle. Bruce
structed for the duck a dog-proof Swinford, Rudy Sanfilippo, Jim
pen complete with swimming pout Spence, and Ron Wallace.
was itfeharge ot
fish, and shrubbery. There Otis
happily Inning the duties of house arrangements for the affair. ’
mascot
.A member of the fraternity
thus caricatured Otis: "Like most
the ATOs, he eats too Much,
9e/g9U44 0/1 44
sleeps too much, and squawks too
much."
30 E. SAN FERNANDO
One of the pet’s vagariep is a
penchant for rising at 7 a.m. and
waking everyone else in the vicinity also. Otis’s passion in life
is marshmallows.

Theta Chi Initiates
Sixteen Neophytes

or

ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA

Ana WALLEAFIS

WE WANT TO WISH YOU A

erry Chriitin aJ
and Happy New Year
VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING
82 SO. SECOND

Have a Merry Xmas Trip!
Greyhound Means Extra Cash For Extra Holiday Fun

MORENEADFLEMING

Christmas CartIV
tor irkery person

STATIONERY
.Wonderful selection,
popularly priced

GIFT ITEMS
Figurines, Ceramics
Copper and brass items
Pictures framed and unframed
Floral, children. animals
Gift wraps, ribbons, seals
Tags, paper cups, table cloths
Napkins and matches
Printing for all purposes
Open Thursday Evenings

);11ELIIIN

Printing 8:
StiiiNdnety

S. SECOND

East Sid

South of San Fernando

NATRE WISHING YOU
THE HAPPIEST
OF
Merry
Christma.ses

Ttibh You
_A Merry
Jeticie
Season

-
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Horne to Dance Alice Dement. Barry Discusses
’ormer Wave, Faulkner’s Works
tcoty

ys
so

es
DN,

of

ByROBINETTE WOODsIDE
After a gypsy journey fibm one
meeting. , place 46 another since
c--1
By JACK HULSE
spring of 1949, Sparttin Spinner,
William Faulkner, recent win San Jose State’ college folk dance.
of the Nobel Prize in literBy MONTE DAYTON
group, has finally returned to the
ature, is widely known for pot place of, its :origin., the college
’Miss Alice Dement,. psychology boiling stork’s like "Sanctuary",
campus. Ttfe Spinners will meet professor,’ attended elementary but not so well known for honest
for, the first time in the... MAN schools in Coos Bay, Ore., her works
of art like "The Hamlet",
Women’s gym.
birthplace, and at the precocious andIntruder in the Dust."
’age of 15’ started Stanford uniDuring their wanderings la..st versity. Since then,
with the..ex- , In fact.40cricans know little
year, the members danced in ception of two
years in the about their prize-winning southone et the
s of the Science WtimAeVEtoS,_slhleemehawsodrekrted all her ern writer.
budding,. at Alum Hoch Park,
_ _Beittuae_ot _this, and become
at __ La
- Wet shin gl on or administrative.
of the faint echoes a Faulknergrammar schools, the V31CA
dispa ra gement t ha t occasionally
deting
requireA.B.’
her
Alexander Hall, and. finally the
reach the public ear, Dr. Hayme
in
,1922
and
her
M.A.
a
YWCA aymnasitsm, where they
numd W. Barry, head of the
year
later,
Miss
Diiment
left
held’ their meetings last quarter.
English department, was asked
Stanford
for
one
year
of
study
This quarter they will be back
for an informal evaluation of
at
the
t*SC
college
of
music.
where ’ the organization started,
the controversial writer.
This
was
on
the
advice
of
her
the ntomen’es gin.
After a thoughtful pause, Dr.
mother, who thought a girl
! Barry said that he doesn’t .believe
beginning
before
a
shouldibe
A group ł
21
students in 1944
: hkt Faulkner’s Oroduct could not
asked Mrs.
’rah ’R. Wilson, teaching %laver.
measure. up to Nobelyrize.
herAf. folk dance in the
An -English major At Stanford,
"Faulkner does not see things
WOmen’s
hysical- Education de- Miss Dement taught that subject
round qr. in the whistle," he said.
partment, o help them organize a at Los Angele#-City
,college for "his -view -of
at’
_lopsided and
o
er a ay there. often grt,stesoue. Though is spirit
Ian campus. She arranged’for the Later she served ’as Co-ordinator
’of experiment and symbolism arv
first meeting in the Women’s gym, of Veteran Counseling for Lpsi
honest, still the end product is
which w_as attended by more than.
I
to the point of unreadYoshiaka "Fred" -Seta is pictured above with lab mate John 20 dancers.
’
"One year at a women’s’ col- ability. It sometimes appears, in
Trews. Fred attended Technical college in Hiroshima during the
Tuesday night’ was chosen ’ as lege was enough for me," says his serious novels at least, that
war. He says, however, that he likes America and wants to stay
the meeting night, and except for Miss Dement of her stay at Steph- Faulkner writes backwards that
here.
photo by Gagnon a short period ’last. year when 1-cus college. She described her he invents an eliding and tries to
meetings were held in other local-.Ivsork in revising the counseling sake his background’ fit this endities, it has remained the media-’ set -Up there as good experience. ing."
t hough.
night: .
came here on a "temporary" basis
.
r
D
(
Cori D. Duncan. head of
miss
De en-i rmw takes avid’ in 1922 I felt a little more secure."
t
t
..resr
in
psychoipgraphy
and
I
the S.IS ;Science department,
anti Mrs. Neva Duncitts . are logica) fictipn. This she attributes
starting their third year as in- I to changing of interests acquired
She says:
By JACK ANGIUS
structures for the grim). They through marurity.
"Some people broaden their fields
were
assisted
last
year
by
Mr.
With people throughout the world talking about another war,
Wayne Mills and Dr. Clarice of study -as they, come in contact
it’s nice to know that some persons still remember the effects of the Wills of the Education depart-- with new ideas. while the" find
a specific new field and devote all
ment,
recent one.
their time to it."
Spartan
Spi
n
ner
s
sponsored!
4-Yoshiaka Seta, a 25-year-old freshman from Hiroshima, is one some
In 1943 Miss Dement joined
of the first festivals of. the
such person. Perhaps one good reason for his memory is the fact that Folk Dance federation, and from the. WAVES. She entered as a
the first thpy traveled to festivals heat enant , junior grade. Upon
for 31 hours’ he was buried in aie
assignnient to a training dicaved-in bomb shelter after a and hopes that he soon \Vili 0\ Or- , in other cities. When it was avail - %ision she found her conimand.able,
they
traveled
in
the
school
B-29 raid in 1945. One of only .c!:sme the drawback.’
bus, participating -as a group. On lug officer was an ex-Stanford
"The thinking-a in Japan i-% one .sucb trip, in 1948, the regular professor of hers. "In the winthree survivqrs in that shelter.’
Yoshiaka suffered only a sprained, much different from that in bus was unavailable, and the’ ter 1 was assigned to sunny
Georgia and In sun lllll
my
ankle phis the experience of. near-’, America." says Pred. --Ad our !4roup -set off to. San ’Francisco in ,%vork was, in, the north, during
the rain in an old, open bus he.
suffocation and Loss.. of a close .1111:14
1.-.140.1"Resi-N1131 .,the
longing to the YMCA. Despite the..ehelghth of, the opera _sea.
government. Wl repressed both
.
friend.
the rain, and the fact that part of son," she recalled. She left the
Seta was empioyea as tan tech- thot_gbt anti emution--,AVIson-----r-hetvindsmod felt on the driver service in 1943;a lieutenant.
April 7: 195Q Miss Dement reMean in a- gasoTilse factory at the Hirohito announced that the
the
’seriously hurt !I, the
1
ceived her Ph.D. She did research
.,
time of the bombing. The factory %sar
the
sgat.
to
Imentbers
dance...and
was over, it was unbelievwas located in the small town of ’
, back, and were able .to look back in the Library of Congress for the
Twakura. about
_ miles from able because we had been I
upon the trip. with Happy mem- t h( sis entitled "Personnel in Higher Education."
taught that we couldn’t lose it." orte4.
Hiroshima.
Winter quaeter, 1950, marked
He says that he believes most
Seta-formetTSP-EaWheen attendThe club holds the distinction
ing Technical. college in Hiro- Japanese realize that they were at of being the’oldest organized folk the beginning of Miss Dement’s
shima, but was’withdrawn by the fault during the war. They were dance club in San Jose still in career at SJS. She understood her
government and placed in a gaso- motivated by fear. It was much I existence. The city now has more status to be temporary at that
" 14qt
line refining plant when the war the same as when the American than 2000’ active dancers in nightt
’e
m"itqh
eetfsaid,
A"
became critical for the Japanese, forces failed to stop at the 38th schOol, chnrch rand -private groups-.-,- Dean DeVoss informed_me that -he ,
In Japan, science students were’ parallel in ’Korea. -They warfted
As part’ of the Centennial
the last to’ be called by the gov- to wipe out the opposition while Homecoming program in June of
ernment. Students of law, liter- they had the thence."
1949,
Spartan.
l
nd
erosSpinners
nops
Seta believes that America a afternoon folk dance festival
ature and other courses not diforce in the on the campus- and an evening
rectly concerned with the war ef- should not use
Orient. He says that everyone party in the- San Jose Civic Audifort we’re called earlier.
knows the strength of Amer- torium.
Although not In Hiroshima at
ica, lint too few know its good
the time of the A-hombing.
points. "If America would conYoshioka later visited the area.
tinue spreading. good will as
His words’ seem as graphic as
they Nov done in Japan, I think
any pictures of the results,
they would become more pop"Gosh, everything was all gone.
ular in the Orient". Seta says.
It was. ’pretty terrible."
Asked aboUt the communist inYoshiaka, nick-named Fr e d.
the...ititied pinch of
likes America and wants to ’obthat bit of extra
spice,
’as-Web
gree n nature set nee. ’Tte. Arnerieari. system
care that make our
. hits’ favorite subjects are chemis- mOre popular and the comtnunitth
try and math while t ’Wish and aren’t too strong. The Japanesi.,
dinners truly a masterpiece
’ histdry’ rank somewhat lower ow- _however, remember the last war
of
TASTE.
ing to language difficitity.-. Fred and want to make no mistakesi
, has been in America,slightly over the future. Since they now are
NE
I!
a year and is troubled by,,idiomati- against; aggression they are in
not
using
I
country
the
campus,
favor
of
on
used
ic exmessIons
but he appears to lit catching on It."

Japanese Student Here
From Horrors of War.

I

.a gift that
keeps giving
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Far Away Places
By MOISES De GUZMAN
Exchange Editor

stitution of the Associated Students of Occidental college, the Occidental organ of the college said.
The students proposed a
look" treatment of their Constitutional by-laws.
,

is a variety of coal minerals.

Rica rte Montes, Puerto Rican
student of the University of Arkansas, sustained a bloody nose
and face sears after he fought
defending the United States and IBOY DISLIKES LONG SKIRTS
Puerto Rico against an "intrudLet’s give a Gallop treatment
er" wins called in his
chargin "damn Puerto Ricans of surveys in various colleges. The
are assassins and shouldn’t be State Press of the Arizona college,
alioaed In the United States." Tempe, Ariz., sent a reporter to
It happened as a result ot the ask questions about students of
attempted assassination of Pres- the opposite sex, The questions
ident Harry S. Truman by Puer- were just plain queries that
and I would expect to ask about
to Rican "patriots".
the ’opposite sex. What occasionIn an interview by an Arkansas ally displeases you about students
Traveller reporter of the Univers- of the opposite sex? Boy--I disity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark. like long skirts on girls
with good
-’1VIontes got into long tetra. Why cant some of these
a free - for - all dames driving-to Phoenix pick up
brawl defending_ some of -us-toys who are . .
the two countries Girls-- "lino many boys wait until
when a Loyd. the last minute, ts.ask for dates
Hall resident I and thin’ the 11WIIA ’show up
"), stood with blist- late." Not, so, ’not so. not so, and
ering charges ag- You can say it again! Bla-bla-bla!
ainat him and his
country.’
’U.S. COLLEGES ARE KIND
Montes said he
Are colleges and universities in
_ _is a citizen of the United States nowadays strict?
tie GtnicAN this country ’and Maybe they are. Maybe they are
owes
allegiance not. But ih one occasion a fresh
to every principle it stands lot’. at ,the College of the Sequoias, ViBut he noted that prejudices and salia. was asked this question:
n4tionalignt shouldn’t be overlook"Heck: Strict? You’ve seen Osed. He charged that some people ’car in the Biology lab. He died
are prekidicial, blaming that a in class and they propped him up
citizen has to do something with until the -end of the lecture," the
the actions of his country against frosty. frosh grinned. Fair enough.
the United States.
isn’t it? t
VO REPEMP,CONSTITUTION
PROF CHEERS STUDENTS
Students of\Clccidental college,
If a professor cheers his studLos Angeles. are seeking enough ents before giving them his recipe
litotes for the revision of the Con - for the day (thinking of exams);
the dragging day will be smooth
and sweet. Just any kind of cheer
or remark that something is coming up for the day’s "wind-up".
\In California Polytechnic college, here is how the "cheer up"
canio about. A math instructor
at Cal Poly paved out examination papers in one of his clamses. He remarked, "This is a
stinker, fellas."
,
It was indeed a stinker. The
examination -was on a fertilizer
mixture problem and if was ii
-Brains-,---brairts
and brains.
PAPER’ CLAIMS LIGNITE LAB
The Dakota Student, paper of
the University of North Dakota.
claims that the university is now
tile only institution In the world
having a laboratory built exclusstvely for lignite research. Lignite

Flowers For All Occasions
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY
1 0% Discount to All Studnts!-

Heartiest Wishes
for a
Merry, Merry Christmas
and a
Prosperous New Year

4

Sun Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio, off-4th

TYPE -WRITER
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Easy’ Psynasst ’No --,

Free Parking Next Door

Est MO
24

REMINGTON

S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-62k3

91dett Weot
Dry Cleaneri.
In addition to our regular service,
we are now offering

Scotch Service
Suits A,d
Dresses

25 - 29,S. THIRD STREET

89e . ’and

Swestsrs, Skirts
Trousers

It read. "Cattle Crossing."
Why didn’t the joker change the
sign into "Bacheiors Crossing."
Rah! Rah! Rah!
CC GETS NEW MED PROF
Gail D. Adams, world leader in
the development of betatron-type
(what a term!) atom smashers,
will join the staff of the University of California School of Medicine in San’ Francisco, near the
end of this month, the Daily California, organ of U.C. at Berkeley,
announced last week.

WASHINGITON, Dec. 15 (UP)
It’s a crying shame that the school
Tex., Farmer
kids in Bee
City Ill., and Urich; Mo., don’t
know the first thing about how
our congress does its work.
A youngster wrote in the other
day and wanted -to know in which
room of the White House the supreme court meets.
Well, maybe we can straighten
this all out.
We now.havi ’a non-profit, nonpolitical group known as the committee for congress. It’s a brand
new thing and has on its board
directors a flock of veteran
newspapermen and commentators
who have observed the goings-on
in Washington fdr many years.
The outfit is not phony. It doesn’t expect to pay any big dividendS to stockholders but it is
puttin, out a little publication
called "Yhttrongress Magazine".
The idea is tp educate the public
on what goes on here.
Hal J. Miller,, the moving force
behind
athfereamiwliaur
figure on CapitolHill. He and his
search,Ththee
wife, Virginia, did a tot of reypfrndt,thisat
not a single high schoOl in Ow
country which dug into the inner
workings of congress. At least,
not to the point where the students--or public -had an inkling
of howa congressional committee
works. Or what comes out of a,
conference
(a vague term, at
best). Or what a senator or congressman is supposed to do besides say "here" when the vice
president, who is president of the
senate, or the speaker of the house

Housed

or.

Committee Plans
Dance onJan. 2
Arrangements for the Registration dance, to be held Jan. 2, are
being made by the Social Affairs
committee, according -To AliTe
Hayes, chairman. The Civic auditorium will be scene Of the affair,
which will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The committee sponsors a dance
of this kind at the beginning of
every quarter. "Sports clothes are
correct at all Registration dances,", Miss Hayes announced.

PRICES

DP GETS VEW JOB
Ernest Abele was just a janitor
at Manchester college in North Fatuelt In the ,hollow of their
HAND-FINISHED SHOES
Manchester, Ind., last year.
seats. A lone’ fresh finally saved
FOR MEN
’This year he is an instructor in the clans from. It. dark gloom.
physics. It was just a matter of "What? Do you consider yourFeaturing
brushing up on his English. He self a moron?" The raw Boisean
holds a master’s degree from the student answered: "Well, not
Prices
University of Latvia and had .exactly that, sir; but I do hate. .
Patented
taught 20 years before he went to’ ace you standing all by yourto Manhcheiter, last ;September. self.",
Styles
lie came to the United States as
a displaced person, from Germany. USC PROF EXPLAINS
University of Saithern
MU INSTALLS NENW ORGAN
nia Professor Donald B. Goodell.
A $50.000 Hoitkamp organ
head of the Fine Arts department,
Wat Installed last week. It enaicl thal an artist need not be
s-wet the- three-year expansion
"arty".
In the organ department,- &thou,that in order to underof Music, University of Syrastand and appreciate art, one
cuse. The installation of ’this
must understand the language of
grand concert organ makes Syrthe artist’s portrayal.
acuse university one of the foreAccording to the Daily Trojan, One Price
most schools lo organ studies in
organ of the - lini-Versity, Prof
the East.
"
Goodall said that "there is a lot
of tcash’being turned out now, but
STUDENT-FACULTY DEBATE
Styles That Are Different
Colorado Agricultural and Me- this period is just as sound as any
chanical college has a better way. other period and much more pro36 SOUTH FIRST ST.
This is not giving some poor stud- ductive:
ent an F so he could see the professor high smart in his rooln. The
Coloradoans sponsor a StudentFaculty debate. The topic is, "Resolved: that the faculty should be
rated at regular intervals." There
are two faculty members and one
You bet, and darn good, too. While doing your Christmas shopstudent on a side.
ping why.not stop in and enjoy one of our delicious sandwiches
Faculty rating has been discussor a full course meal. It’s just around the ccrner .
ed for the last three years on the
rocal-regional-national level by the
National Students Association_ the
Colorado Collegian said.

10.95

Coneettiott

JOKES ANSWER (’HEM QUIZ
--ttrilrovstrynr
x
z on
chemIstO,’ asked the’itollowing
questienf "The Aroma which emanattd from ’Chemistry 605’ is
’caused by ’t -Prof essor jot’s" led "HYOaten sulfide" by ftvn to one as
the answeis when the quiz was
graded. -

AP/glee:6 Coffee
FOUNTAIN ALLEY

*hop

Iretvisiefilfyi Tnif-Sfriefi
->

!STUDENT QUIETS PRIOF
’
A Boise Junior eolltaire’professor Was irritate() ,one ’day In’,

Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
CORONA-;- UNDERWOOD ROYAL

ACTOR FLOPS! BUMPS HEAD
Do you want to be a real actor? A real one? Bah! A University of Southern California Villain
crumpled- on the student lounge
carpet one night, when tie landed
the wrong way. He was acting the
villain "stuffs", on stage, and fell
head first against a heavy wooden
chair. It .was right in the middle
of ,the show "Arsenic and Old
Lace".
He was portraying the part of
a villain, a scar -face individual,
when the accident happened. So
you seewould you want to be
an actor or an actress? Some will
wind up in the wrong end.
PENNA COEDS ROAR
Stampede! Por Dios par Santo! Ria-bin-Ida-blue! It might as
well be a stampede but dear no!
The Girls at Pennsylvania State
college were in an uproar recently until a sign had been removed in front of their dorms.

Gr()*Aegins
Congress Tale

of representatives calls the meeting to order.
The committee has the backing
of many, members of conkress.
Rep. Charles E. Miller of Florida
said:
"There is great merit to the
program and a need for the full
understanding of the workings of
the government. This is particularly true in the trying international situation."
Rep. F. Ertel Carlyle, ef North
Carolina, said that he thotight the
new committee would serve- a
very useful purpose.
One representative who doesn’t
want to be named, blamed the’
press for the lack of interest in
our congress.
"The newspaper and radio poke
so much fun at senators arid congressmen that a lot of -members.
crayfish into their shells and don’t fight back. This new program by
the committee for congress sounds
like a good idea. Maybe some of
us now can stick our necks out
and fight back."

490
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;lite of his ovvr-erowded class-

’ffif there aelj ,ftu’y mor,Ons I,n
teort4- pleolle stalk) ,ap," he
, shouted
Httleriti Accent.
There wail a long pause and the
students were sitting rigid,
tbk

DON’T MISS THISI
,
DETROIT- !UPI- "Ray
illss
charged today that Virgil Wilday,
29, sat down beside her in a downtown movie, watchod the picture
awhile, then’ reached over and
snapped her garter.
She grnhbed his arm and flipped
him out into the aisle with a judo
hold, pinning him to the floor until aid arrived.
.
Then Wilday, who was fined’ $25
.for _assatilt a,vJ .baVery; learrto
that Miss Winr is a Detroit’
woman.

’4M(
NIGHT.
EVERY
OA
IN 14E NFIAJ ROSE ROOM AT

Ricketes
SIUDIO CLUB

polo ’CH

o

NO MINIMUM -NO COVER-
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Spartans Receive 1950- Ilronzan, Hubbard
Varsity Athletic Award8 Journey to Dallas
Thirty-one varsity grid awards, 32 freshman sweaters, 10 varsity
water polo and 13 fresisman waiver polo awards were announced for
San Jose State college athletes yesterday according to Bill Hubbard,
Spartan Athletic director.
Six varsity grfelders, ’Quarterback Gene Menges, Ehd Billy Wilson, Back Al Cementina, Tackles Ed Miller, Jim Wheetehan and Guard

’

For NCAA Meeting

Head football coach Bob Bronzan and Bill Hubbard, director of
athletics, will journey to Dallas,
Tex. next month to attend the
National Football Convention and
National Collegiate Athletic Association meeting. The grid getWednesday, December 20, 1950
SPARTAN DAILY 1
Dick Harding received varsity*
together is scheduled to begin on
"
awards for the third year.
Jan.
11.
aocordhig
oto
lkonzan.
Cleland, Bertram Snapp.
The young grid mentor> and his go ahead" as though nothing was 1)0
Football Awards-1960
Water Polo Awards-19110
predecessor
will attend the con- happening, and hope for the best."
Varsity: John Hibner, Chesley
Varsity: Gene Menges, Ed MillCoach BrOnzan also announced
ference
primarily
.with the intener, Al _Cementina; Dick Harding, Douglas, David Millovich, Bob
that the San Jose State college
The USF Dons and Fordham
Jim Wheeleban, Billy Wilson, Hamilton, Don Lee, Earle Has. tion of scheduling games and dis- athletic staff was liking called, Rains will meet again in New
cussing
eligibility
and
playing
Dick
Beck,
Bondehe;
.Keith
sell, Fred Postal, Gerald Bright,
Harry
upon to make an increasing num- York City’s Polo Grounds for the
rules.
Chagonjian, William May, Richard Lebedeff.
Carpenter,’ Archie
ber of speeches before high school second straight year, Joe KuharOf their ten 1950 opponents, the and junior
Carl DeSalvo, Gilbert Mendonsa,
Freshmen: -Charles Hoppe Walcollege student bodies. ich; Don’s ebach, said yesterday.
Bob Hitchcock, Ray Poznekoff, ter Symonds, Donald K. Henrich- Spartans are. slafasi to engage in
"It would appear," he ventured, The new contract is for one year
-eight
return
matches
next
year,
Trains,
Bob
Amaral,
Tom
Bud
sen, Henry Down, Donald Weg"that last season’s ircord raised only. The Dons lost, 21-14, last
Cuffe, Bruce Halladay, Francis ener, Taylor Hathaway, Chester’ dropping only ,Pepperdine and us somewhat in the eyes Of these year, after leading 14-0 at the
Montana from the schedule. The schools."
half.
raluewer, Orland DiCiccio, Bill Keil, Robert Filler, Keith Enders.lagher, Clarence Orr, Dean by, David Merrick, Norman Mur- Washington Square athletic heads
Sensenbaugh, Joe Moulton, Bob ray, Richard Engler, Fred Alvord. are at present seeking two worthy
opponents to fill the open dates.
Bolt
Osborne, George Porter,
Managers: Thomas G. Jethnson,
Sykes, Vernon Vallercamp, Stan- Jack Simonton.,
The SJS gladiators will square
.
off against Santa Clara university
ley. Wacholz,- Wayne Buck, Frank
By GLENN .BROWN
Morriss.
in the opening game net Season
January will tsk a big month in the Spartan camp when San
followed by the traditional tilt
Freshman: Delbert /Vmbler.
Francisco State college, Compton College and Washington State colwith Stanford.
David Barry, Walter Barnes, Den"Considering the draft and war lege cutivrrge on the ’Men’s gym to exchange leather with Coach Dee.
nis Boillard, Steve Burnett, Steve
situation," Brenzan fiondered, "I Portal’s "whiz-kids."
Casaday, Don Cederlind, -Maurice
would hesitate in making any
Duncan, ManueleD. Fergus, Bob
-A The first intercollegiate match is scheduled for Jan. I! With
predictions about next season. It’s
Fox, John Hamber, Pete HenS.F. State, followed he engagements with Washington State and
just a mystery. All we can do is
drickson, Dick Hinman, Bob HamCompton on Jan. IS and Jan. 26, respectively.
ilton, Henry Jacobs, Jim Jerner,
SAN BERNARD
UP) Washington Square fans will have plenty of chances to watch
Ronald ’Holley, Jack Kennedy,
- University
of
California cause he could not find a dry ’ their Gold and White favorites in action this year, inasmuch as
Ronald Lera, Charles Mancine, The
, field in Northern California.
eight evenings of boxing are scheduled for the next three months.
Walter Moore, Lewis Oetinger, Beai-s football teams arrived at
, Waldorf said his star safety
y
If you’re going to boost, however, try to give them the same break
John Mesa, William Pierce, Larry its training quarters yesterday!.
man , Carl Van Heuit, was still on , that they are giving the school.
Schimke, Bob Snider, and quickly adjourned to the
t e i
A list
d not ablet I
Donald Smith, Henry Sekoch, .Orange Show stadium for the
et in more than light workouts.
The reference, once again, is to sportsmanship. Spartan teams are
Dick Sarro, Jerry Ruse, Albert
Guard Don Edmonston definitely noted for having plenty of what it takes in that department, but it
on
solid
turf
in
two
first
workout
Francis.
.vas out of the game but other- takes the support of the fans to make it worth while.
weeks.
wise the California squad was in
Managers: Dick Shaffer, Bob
The
Western
Rose
Bowl
squad
Through the 1950 season refrain from "booing." If ’You don’t like
Shipley, Dick Schoen, Cliff Tuck;nod physical shape and were
tr, Orse Graves, Jim Tate, Larry was brought here a week early by looking forward to some good hard the decision, let the judges know it by way of a slow clap.
Save the "booing" for a sandlot game. This is college boxing.
Shishido, Russell Whitmen, Ralph Coach LynntPappy) Waldorf be - work on solid turf.
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Spartans Seek Fifth Court :Victory Husky Coach

By FERMO CAMBIANICA
Backs ,Skiing
Wildcat Quint
of
the
their
fifth
after
when
University
season
basketballers
Varsity
g
college
San Jose State
of Colorado invacres the Spartan gym tomorrow night.lhe SJS freshmen will seek their sixth consecu- Guerrilla Unit
Top Spot tive
Given
against Contra Costa J.C. in the preliminary game at 6:30 p.m.
have won only one game int six starts this year, but most ot the losses could have
By 35 Coaches - The Buffaloes
or another.
A
win

victory

gone one way
NEW YORK- -iUP)--Top rung
The Buffs dropped a 43-46 decision
of the nation’s basketball ladder another three-point loss to Utah;
went to- the -University -of Ken- 60-63. The team from the Rockwin column
tucky’s undefeated cage team yes- ies broke ,into the
against Colorado A&M, 51-41, but
rePress
when
the
United
terday
the Aggies reversed things in the
leased its ’rating board compiled succeeding contest, -41-48.
Friday night the Buffs ran into
by 15 outstand;ng -Coaches.
The Wildcats . received 28i tough University of Wyoming
found themselves *on the short
first-place votes and a total of. and
end of a 51-63 *Score: Stanford
830 polotr0---the largest total became .the next- midi to down’
accorded any team thus far this the vistors, winning by a close
62-60 margin.
season.
Colorado is coached by H. B.
Bradley and North ,Carolnia,
former Staiifort
Lee,
(Bebe)
awarded second and third _places
great.- While Lee was at Palo
respectively, are undefeated in Alto, the Indians were undefekted
during three PCC seasons.
six consecutive gams.
Wayne* Tucker, who has been
Team ratings arut_ppints_ were
*elected fr -Many pre-All-Amerreciarded as follows:
First. Kentucky 13301; ’second, ican teams, heads the attack for
Bradley.(292): third, North Caro- the Buffaloes in his final interlina State (204); fourth. Okla- collegiate basketball gesso n.
However, the Ind:ans. put the
homa ’A. & M. 4172); fifth,Indiana 11391; sixth, City College of chimps on the 6 ft. 3 in. forNew York (130); seventh, Long
Island (93); eighth, St. Johii’s
One of .rolorado’s finer soph172); ninth, Missouri (581; tenth,
omore basketball prospects,
Kansas 157).
Frank Gompert, 6-4, is fast, has
quick hands and is a good jumple
er and board man. He is a top
one-hand shooter and may draw
starting assignments. (lumped
is a forward.

to Utah State in their opener, and this was followed by

SEATTLE - WI’)
Pacific
Northwest skiers have started a
Movement to organize the 5000
slat-riders in this region as a potential mountain guerrilla force in
case pf an invasion by an enemy.
The movement is headed-’--by
Buster Campbell, University of
Washington ski ’coach and president of the Pacific Northwest
Ski association. He said plans
call for training skiers to guard
’mountain passes, hydro-eicctrIc
project*, domestic water supplies as %’ell as carry on guerrilla warfare.
Campbell is a five-year veteran
of the 10th Mountain Division.
The association, he said, "wants
something concrete _to do ill the
event of war."
k-’

A- Connecticut law, liolas that
as mat..
’cows likVe_ as
fists . On. the highway’s.ht

SANDWI¢HES
900D DONUTS
FOUNTAIN SPECIA

"

ward, holding him to two nointi:
Roger stokes, another senior, is.
almost es deadly as Tuckers, holding down the other forward spoty
Sakes found the hoop for 13
1. poi/4 against the Indians Monday, night.
A sophomore sensation, Kenny
Kat., who dumpA in 23* points
!against Stanford. handles the center. position. Koop has taken over
the job of Senior Bill Clay, who
has been shifted to forward.
The guard post duties are divided between Lettermen JIM
Arrnatas and John AMItyll and
J.C. Transfer Don Branby. Forward Jaek Froistad is the only
other letterman returning to
the squad.
Meanwhile, the Spartans are
hoping to get beck in the win
column after Saturday’s disastrous meeting with UCLA, in which
the Bruins hit on 51 per cent of
their shots for a 82-59 victory.
. Dean Giles, veteran forward
who led the Raiders in scoring
over the weekend, will be counted
on to carry the load against the
Buffs. He is the leading scorer
for’ the team with 75 Points.
Guard Chuck Crampton is
Second in team scoring with 55
points. Bobby- Ensenaperger
probably will get the starting
call at the other guard vet due
I. bla. bia.rplay over the -weeksix foot
to
Sg
end.. rett-rtitheptt and Lee Jen:
Cosolitiser
t
Ala 401-00 agen/Y 01 action
not,, st) the "toWyr.
at
illognakive positions.
Ifrt
tht? Vote-,
ntiptiEltner Craigvind
tkek-.
Id somEr as7
?ftiturea to. Wrt .
foriva4s.
blt ,Wheit sistance: .
rk. and Dttabe
fornororw
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Ba
dfo
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Students, Faculty Give
Views on Long Quarter
ific
ed a
5000
a pore in
iemy.
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By MEL GAGNON
quarter where all the ,material to. structor: "The inequity in time al *Should we -maintain a 13-week he covered was actually*Covered., lotted between quarters is too
fall quarter at San Jose State
Gene Wolf, sophoinore, business: ’much. It doesn’t make the .same
I course equal in the different quercollege?
No difference.
tors."
Washington Square is presently
J. A. Burger, assistant profesCon .Maloney, senior I.A teachending. the first 13-week quarter
ever held. The object of the Usual teachen was actually able to cover ing major: "It’s okay, except for
11. to 12 week term has been to the material more completely. Said getting off so late for Christmas."
-get,the initial term’off to .a better the students seemed more accoml._ Junior I,A, major: "It’s all right
start, and to ’allow for earlier Wished,
and appeared to have If we Could, get off for Crhistmas
summer vacations.
more knowledge of their subject. a week earlier.
:
Sophomore
LA. major: "It’s
The general consensus obtained
Dan Tepitn, P.E. major, thought
okey,
as
long
as we get 9ff a week
through a recent _campus survey things ran "about the same,",-des- .
appears to support the idea of go- pite the long-quarter. He would earlier in 1 he soring quarter."
ing back to the shorter terms to prefer "a two weeks’ Christmas
Freshman 1.A. major: "It doesallow more time for vacation at vacation in lieu of ending spring n’t make’ any difference. There’s
Christmas. An alternative would quarter one week earlier."
still the same number of weeks in
be to begin the quarter earlier by , Floyd Weseman,
commercial art the school year."
cutting into September before the
The Industrial Arts studentsdestudent, said: "I don’t really know
usual starting time.
as it makes much difference; if dined 16 give their names because
"
When quizzed on the matter, onoistatarter has to be longer it o "modesty.
roth
mit , junior
’Don Anderwt thou I
"T
,one.",
education major: "I do n t like
a quarter stinks! A person deMary Lopes, secondary art ma- it, mainly
because the meter I copending- upon vacation time to jor, "hasn’t
been affected by the vered in a’ longer
quarter req ires
earn money for Chritsmas pres- 13-Week .cittai ter.
tea- long studying timer for
iret-time-in-which-to-work.
Milt aa-hatryon, art faculty mem- als. But it’s good I guess, st ce
I haven’t noticed that the increased term has been beneficial schol- ber, said, "The fact that the vaca- tlfe winter quarter is short’."
tion is cut Seems of some importCarolyn Burnes, freshman ea
astically either."
ance." lie added that
"quarter cation major: "I prefer the long
Ken Moulton is for the idea of
lengths should be consistent."
fall quarter to a long winter er
earlier starting in the fall, as is
Jeannette Bothwell, junior home spring quarter. But since this is
John Francis and Jerry Frank. economics
major from San Jose, my first; I really don’t know what
Francis, a business education ma- said:
"Getting out earlier in the a shorter quarter is like!"
jor, said, "The length has certainspring will make it easier for stuDorothy Reed, senior general
ly. not been too long to do all the dents
to find jobs in resort areas elementary major: "I like the 12class work assigned, but it cuts off
such as Lake Tahoe or Yosemite, week quarters better, with a longtoo much vacation at Christmas. I especially."
er Christmas vacation. I’m afraid
would rather start earlier and be
Helen Walter, interior decorat: the short winter quarter is going
able to enjoy the holidays. Both ing major from
Exeter, doesn’t ap- to crowd everything."
felt that with the vacation soon
prove of the 11 -week winter guarCharles Loud, junior engineerto start will only "let you get
ter"We will have too much to ing major: "A long quarter doesn’t
ome and head right back to the
cover in so short a time.’
make any difference to me!"
liege."
Helen Giese, senior general eleernon Windrath, a resident of
mentary major from Colton, "I
More men have speech disorders
Ha
ii, feels that the vacations like starting
earlier in fall as we than women but just why is a
also
cut too short, by the 13did this year. But, I think the medical mystery, according to Dr.
week
uarter. He said that alquarters would be easier on those James S. Greene, medical director
though e probably would not go planning
the courses.
of the National Hospital for
home an -ay, the short relief
Gust Ohlson, I.A. printing in- Speech Disorders, New York.
from class
Would not possibly
pegnit him o visit for the holidays,
Ed Spoon,
Ihr pre-med student, says it does ’t make any difference to him, si e he still goes
. to-school the sdl
number of
hours.
Patricia Paget, juni
edtication
major, emphatically sta ., "Most
people wish they’d get s lonser
Christmas vacation."
Charles Purdy, freshman eneral business student, hadn’t n ticalthough
e
ed the difference,
thought the quarter seemed-Ion ,
Barbara Berry, senior social science major, hadn’t partifularly noticed the difference although she
thotight it was a good idea, sine(’
it tales longer to get started in
the fall..
Betty Dorsey: junior ’home ec
student, thinks it is good, especially for the incoming freshman.
It gives him a chance to get
started..
. Dr. Arthur L. Williams (prof of
chemistry): "I haven’t everh.noLast ear hundreds of men enjoyed this coat (untieed any difference but I an in
lined) or country wear or campus, for barbecue
favor of getting out earlier in
sprirfg."
or beac and for _work where clothei ire casual.
Johit Hauser-17r.
NoW pl ’d lining.adds warmth, style, and. the fun
Joe): "It cuts down .my chances
for vacation woik at Christmas
’
of Mbre co tIWItti’isuthentit Tirtans.
time. fipt,for school reasons lace
differnet.’"
Select .you today for f swell addition to an
jB11,1Jr.,cluisie rnitjor):.
wardrobe. In. t top corduroy shatipi .6f .tan, brown,.
"I am in favor of!! if it will Cut
the lengtir.Of otif- school -yen in
green and nay?, ue,
June."
Rose Marie ’Patella I snpli;
,
: counting majork’ "I’m in ,Yak/or
of it. It passed just 84’0st:ilia if
it bail been 11 wgeks.’;’,’
deeJoe Updraft (senkir ih
,
*1111)t
kFittbe
"ro
’ :t)
jam
A.
ygea’gm !tin es for the Ch
" tIlion are eliminated, MR Ifirofhlhe
school angle it mikes no difference."
(senior, music):
Dick Crests
Quarter seemed longer. Lost interest during the last week.
John Mathrusse, junior. .commerce Got More out of classes.
He felt that this was the _first
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The daddy with his diapered
daughter was 1950’s answer to
"t% Ws going to be the first
baby of the year" contest. Pappa M. E. Prindle is shown with
an unreasonable facsimile of his
daughter, Charlotte Eve, who
was born Jan. 5 -in Pasadena
and was the recipient of many
gifts from local merchants.
The Spartan Daily is sponsoring the contest again this year.
It is open to any parent who is‘
a registered full-time student at
SJS. The child must he born
during the new year, and the
contest closes three days after
the first entry is received at the
Daily office,

SPAIITA
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Car Service
After 7 p.rn.

Closed Sunday Evening

Burgerbasket 500.
French Fries, Onions, Pickles, Olives

1098 E. Santa Clara St. .
-

liore STYLE, more WA EMU, more FUN
with F-T’s new
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San Jose State College’

&stand as socond class matter April
24, 1934, at SMI Joie, California, sods.
the ict of March 3. !OM.
FuN loosed wire service of United Press
PAT ettjia_61olso Pzinti.Company.
1
’r Ft& SC, San Jose. ceased’.
Mambor. Coliforala NowspapoP Publisher’s Association.
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IWTHE MEN’S,

SHOP AT TWO!,NliviETEEN UNIVERSITY, ’ PALO ALTO
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SPARTAN DAIkY,

Travelled Local Scribe
Commences in Dec.

’Pearl Diving’ Meteorites Make
Brings Adams H-Bomb Look Silly
hydrogen
Few Thrills

Determined to live up to his
title of "Ugliest Man", Sophomore George McDonald gives off
with a sample of his Frankenstein -style
repetoire. Fearless
Spartan coeds taking in the
show are, I. to r., Marion Summers, Barbara Belknap, Donnie
Nunes and toot
photo by Gagnon

By MEL GAGNON
While most students are content to graduate from college a
Single time, one December- graduate will be going through corn These things known as micessary
mencemenf exercises for a repeat performance.
evils to Spartans seemed ’tar hold
Miss Marta Morgan, who is to receive an AB in German, already a fascination for her. So, she
possess an AB degree from the University of Florence, Italy, and overlooked a chance tq do grad*a masters in music from the Salz- uate work in order to have a
try at the -unustfttl" study de.
burg Conservatory in Austria. -

Ali, Inexperience:.

help wondering
One can’t
"Why all the effort?"which
NAUGATUCK, Conn:, Nov. 27
Miss Morgan answers by admit.(UP)While
Waiter Sanbroski
ting she had no real objective
in mind in taking on the extra
was parking his new, automobile
- it suddenly darted ahead and work. She began her latest
studies during September, 1949,
pinned his wife against a garage
In addition to duties as Fine
wall. She died in a hospital.
Arts editor for the San Jose
Mercury -News. The (’0th-se is
Police said that apparently San--part of- a belief in continued
- -broski ivas unfamiliar with a neweducation for personal bettertype gearshift.
ment rather than aeldevetneut.
Part of her association withT
San Jose State college may be
attributed to a desire to "sample"
the American style of education.
Such things as midterms, objective quizzes and compulsory
attendance were new ideas to the
continental -minded Miss Morgan.

Shop Early
Shop ConveniertHy

Morn, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?

for
NAME PRODUCTS
REVELON
CHENU
STAGLINE
SPORTSMAN

They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

647116tr

--PHA MACY

10th & William
Open ’tilt 10 p.m.

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Ste.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved
CY 4-6075

iiteldigy Clitiattna,44,,,

,
41140f,ernfi,.tep
Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year
from

DIER

vices.

The European education system with which Marta -Morgan
has been familiar rests the responsibility for earning in the
student.
No attendance roll is
taken,tand midterms are nonexistent. The person wishing .to graduate sees to it that he is present
for classes, and absorbs enough
to pass a strict comprehensive
examination at the clok of the
difficulty - which
this
Mercury -News
critic
encountered in her enrollment was a
lack of an American History
background. She had to take
courses in this subject to meet
State law requirements and become eligible for the AB degree.
"One learns very little of American History ’ in the European
schools,"
Miss
Morgan stated.
"Oh, we were told there was a
little skirmish over here, and then
a while later a man named Abraham Lincoln became president,
but that’s about all."
Lived on Continent
Miss Morgan, who was born in
America, travelled to Europe while
a small girl. Her father was connected with the. Rockefeller Institute, and assigned to Austria. She
lived on the continent until 1935,
when she returned to this country. She joined the local news
staff 10 years ago and served as
society head until taking over her
present editorship last year.
As a writer she has never had
an English or journalism lesson.
Her career developed in college
while contributing to several
European newspapers.
For the future, Miss Marta
Morgan plans to continue her college education at SJS, which she claims to be "tops" as an educational institution. The next classes undertaken probably will be in
the Education department. The
eventual Step, stilliunder her tdm
sideration though, would be to
seek a Ph.D. degree.

STARKVILLE, Miss., Dec. 16
(UP)The
modern
bomb is just a big puff when
By JACK HULSE
compared to meteorites that fell
"Pearl diving" is not as exciting in North and’South Carolina centuries ago according to astronas it. sounds.
omer John M. DeMarche. of *MisKs Dewey Adams, he washes
sissippi State college.
dishes (that is, he pearl -dives) at
"If one struck the eastern
Sparta’s favorite coffee house United States today, the exthe Coop.
-plosive force might destroy all
life east of the Mississippi .rivAdams, a 20-yearold business
er," said the professor.
’administration- major, who has
Of course, he added, there’s litbeen Wishing dishes for’two quarneed for worry since metters, finds his work nasty -but - tle
eorites are infrequent. Also, man
nice.
ccupies only a fraction of the
Along with his two assistants,
c rth’s surface, and the danger of
Adams
gathers
the
dirty-dish
being hit by one Is negligible.
trays from under the Coop’s counThese fragments from outer
ters.
Adams. then .inserts an
space are usually called meteors
empty tray (soon to be filled by
in travelling through the
coffee-starved students), and if friction
earth’s atmosphere burns them
takes the full trays back to the
up. Those which actually fall on
wash-room.
the earth’s surface are called metAfter various twisting and
eorites.
S
’lodgings the pearl-divers dieappear into- the fog-bouad=oPure gold does not tarnish but
of t e steam-filledinterior
is easily -scratched adn is very
washroom. After scraping the
soft. It is usually hardened with
plates free _from_ _excess food,
r for coinage.
10peltWittoprx
basAdams shoves ’wire-mesh
ketfuls of the utensils through
that
metal
box
the square
cleans them by a hot-water jet
system. Coming out at the other end, they are dried and
taken out to the teeming counters to be dirtied again.
The difficulties of the job, its
steamy atmosphere and the consaant rush,. are balanced by its
lack of executive responsibilities.
"The only technique involved,"
Adams explained, "is just not to
drop the dishes."
For quick service its
In addition, the pearl-divers receive 75 cents an hour for their
labor. Five cents more than other
student part-time workers.
where you save tim when you
’’It isn’t a bad job at all,"
select your own menu.
Adams concluded. "You meet a

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA

We
lot of coeds for one thing.
like ’em even if they do spread
their lipstick all over their plates
and cups.

175 SOUTH FIRST ST.

ESQUIRE BARBER SHOP
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lg. ma Sigma Inter-racial Fraternity
olds Initiation, Repai4ts Bakment
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Quietly ’end without publicity,
San Jose State college’s first inter-racial social fraternity recently held its second initiation banquet.
The group, Sigma .Sigma, was
formed last April. Its purpose was
to establish a social fraternity
that would contain no racial or religious 13arriers.
Six students met in a board- ,
ing house on 11th street that
month to discuss the formation
of such a group. They were disgusted with restrictions in fraternal organizations. They were
even more disgusted With radical and Communist tendencies_
of early abortive attempts to
form an "Inter-racial, jinter-rellgious group".
They wantgid a group which
would work to foster brotherhood
among all races and religions.
They wanted a group which would
foster and work for the best inWrests of San Jose’1S64r college.
They want41-gro,iirfppri*h would
be purely demoVici, in the tradition of Jeffe
an democracy.
Dean of Men Paul Pitman immediately became interested in
the group. With his wholehearted support the organization
became a reality. Dr. Joe Cooper of the Psychology department ,
became the first adviser of the
Sigma Sigma fraternity. (The
name wts chosen to symbolize
the Society of Man-Sapient Society).
The Student Council under the
chairmanship of ASB president
Don Schaeffer, gave vi go r ou s

backing to the first such venture’
on this campus. Sigma Sigma was
approved as an on-campus social
fraternity.
Officers were elected for the
year 1950-51. President is Gores
Benjamin, social servic ,/major
from Bakersfield.
ice resident
is Jim McGaugh, tr
rer is Leo
Perrott, and secretary is Jack
Russell.
’This quarter Sigma Sigma is
currently engaged in .redecorating
the basement of the Unitarian
church, so that it may be used as.
a meeting place.
Nathaniel Laariat generously donated the services of
the church as a meeting place
if Sigma Sigma woulitelean out

and re-paint the basement quarters.
A basketball- teifin---11-being
formed to participate in the intramural league. With. such projects
as this, Sigma Sigma hopes to become an integral part of social
and fraternal life on San Jose
State college campus. ’
Advisers for Sigma Sigma are
Dr. Cooper and Mr. Douglas Hardy. Memhers are Abner Jones, Vic
Harrfs Elmer Fledrigues, Al Cadens, Elmer Pfiffenberger, Byron
Rose, Jay Williams, Lewis Wilson. Initiates are Robert Dickover,
Clarence Wallace, Gene Westin,
Nang Wong, Harvey Cowann, Wilbur Johnston,’ Wayne Taylor, and
Herman Haily.

Hut was scheduled to graduate next

The first member of the 1950
Marquis was sports editor of
?all quarter Spartan Daily staff last summer’s "SummertImes",
to be called into the armed forces besides being a member of this
returned Friday afternoon to visit quarter’s sports staff.
He also was a reporter for the
Daily staff members.
Del Noter Triplicate hi CresZent
5 Sgt. Tom Marquis, who is sta- City, Calif., before coming to
tioned at Travis Air Force base Spartaville.
in Fairfield, Calif., is a member
of the _intelligence department of
the Fifth Bomb squadron.
Marquis was a B-17 tall gunTHE
ner In the Eighth Air Force,
with four missions over Europe
during World War II. He was
called back into the Air Force
on Nov. 21 as a member of the
inactive reserves.
The 24 -year-old veteran is a
native cif Inglewood, Calif. He entered San Jose State college dueing the fall quarter of 1949 after
transferring from Santa Barbara
college and University of Oregon.

CHALET CAFE
Wishes All
A

650
A Good Meal with
Soup, Dessert, Coffee

Spick and span meeting quarters are being prepared by members of Sigma Sigma, San Jose State college’s first inter-racial social,
fraternity, in the basement of the Unitarian church, 160 N. Third
street. Pictured above- tsGleorgess Benjamin (leftl fraternity president, poInthui atitivork done lb metriber Bob Friedman.
--pho,to by Gilmore
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INAH’S
- $1.95 -

Open 6 a.m. to I p.m.
A CONTRERAS, Prop.

17 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-9779

DHOME OF THE COMPLETE
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
RESTAURANT ROWPALO ALTO

STUDENTS Merry Christmas . .
We’ve enjoyed your patronage,
and hope you’ll be back next year.

"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"
17 East Santa Clara Street
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Siligt. Tom Marquis of tpe Air Force, former Spartan Daily
sports writer, is being greeted by Editor-elect Dan liruhy and other
members of the Daily staff. Marquis Is being assured of his old
job on the Daily sports staff.
photo by Gagnon
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Of PE Increase
By ROBINETTE WOODSIDE
Who is that busy woman ’who
may be seen in her inner sanctum
near the door of the new Women’s
gym, or hurrying through the outer office to attend to some important call?
She is Dr. Irene Palmer, h d
of the Women’s Physical Edu
tion departmnet, pressed wi
’many duties, but pleasant and
willing to talk with those who
wish to see her.
Dr. Palmer has been department head since she joined the
teaching staff of San Jose State
college in 1937. Within that
time, she can tell you, the lower
division physical education activities classes have mbre than
in Mize -and the faculty
increased from seven to 12
members.
’
This year’s graduating class will
place 20 new "P.E. teachers in the
schools Of California..’
A ’receift addition’: to the program is the new Recreation’curricut= which placed Itt.‘first graduating class in positions last Oar.
Majn
in Recreation find position
Sconting, Camp Fire’’, slimmer camp and community recreation .programs.
,
Dr. Palmer Is proud łf the re-,
zest additions, to the W,Oner’01
gvm which will allow an expansron of actIvIties
,"The increased space- will allow
us to off& elective physical education courses for upper division
students." she gays.
Dr. lilmeelives among the redwoods above Los Gatos and commutes to school each day. Although she is originally a southern
Californian, she likes northern
4.%11forida very much.
?Stom,c,Since the beginning of the occupation 2,248 Christian mission.-ies /Aye.
Vcared.-16,4enter
Japan.

Very Merry
Christmas

SEASON’S
GREETINGS

Dr. Palmer Tells
Henry Shading
end the boys
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New Language Courses May Come in Handy
Potential army men take no- ning language courses will be oflice! A knowledge of language fered winter quarter, according to
may saveyour life. We have proof- Mr. L. C. Newby, head of the
Modern Language department.
.
positive.
The department is offering three
Many students heretofore ’ have
wanted to begin a foreign lan- unit beginning courses in French,
guage but have been unable to Spanish, and German, for winter
find room in their programs for quarter. Fretich IA will meet at
a five unit course. Well their prob- 2:30 p.m. with’ Dr. Wesley Godlem is solved. Three unit begin- I dard: German lA at 10:30 ’am.

with, Miss Winifred Ferris, and
Spanish IA with Mr. Morris Goldner, at 9:30 a.m. All , beginning
classes will meet on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
"It is not necessary to emphasize the importance of the knOwledge of a foreign language ouring this age of close social con-

tacts. Many young men wilt prob- tin San Jose. He told me his bombably be in the service shortly, uni er was shot down over Germany
der which conditions a knowledge during World War II and he and
of a foreign language may come all the crew members were forced
to parachute. They were, captured
in handy," Mr. Newby states.
by incensed Germans, who shot
He Illustrates with the follow- the entire crew except my former
ing true story,
student, who knew enough Ger"I met one of my former stud- man to argue successfuly for his
ents of German two months ago life."

1. One old wives’ tale that bobs up periodically is the story that American oil companies
protect the sale of their established products
by keeping new developments off the market.
An example of how far this fairy tale misses
the truth is the case of Union Oil’s remarkable
purple motor oil.

44(rwsofr
2.

Shortly after the war, we introduced our
new post-war motor oil, Triton. By all standards,
Triton was unexcelled. In fact, it was so good we
told people they could safely drive it 6 months
between drains if they chose. Consequently, we
thought our oil program was set for several years.
But 12 months later our research engineers came
up with a purple motor oil for passenger cage
even better.
which they mid
:’

4. That posed a question. Should we hold this

-

new purple oil off the market for a few years and
protect Triton, or put it on sale immediately? The
-anstrer was that we had no choice. For we were
in competition. If we didn’t put this purple oil on
the market as soon as possible, some of our competitors might develop a comparable product and
beat us to the punch.

3.

Just to prove their claims, they sealed it
in the crankoases of four new automobiles and
drove them continuously up and down the Pacific
Coast for 30,000 miles! At the end of the test they
opened up the motors and showed us the results:
The engine parts were as good as new and the oil
by every analysis showed no more deterioration than ordinary captor oils exhibit after 1.6100
mils&

sr

S. Ma "’Inuit we introduced our purple oil to
the motorists of the Pacific Coast under the brand
name of Royal Triton. Roy* Triton was not only
an overnight success with our own Western cust6mers; visitors from the East even took it homewith
thetninued buying it by maii. Consequently, werve expanded our manufacturing facilities and are now marketing it throughout the
country.
Moral: Next time anyone tells you oil companies
hold improved products off the market, please tell
him to see us.
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This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We /tope you’ll/sal
free to send ,en any suggestions sr ori4cisnistyou have to offer. Write: The
iirssident, Liston Oil Company, Ustion OiZ lliiiidiiig, Los Angeles 14, ashiornig-

